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AbstrAct

ObJECTIvE: Diabetic foot ulcer is a critical and costly complication of diabetes mellitus. The 
aim of this study was to assess the psychometric properties of the greek version of the diabetic 
foot ulcer scale - short form (DFS-SF). DESIgN: a sample of patients with diabetic foot ulcer 
(N=110) was surveyed with the DFS-SF and various demographic and disease-related questions. 
The validated greek SF-36 instrument was used as a “gold standard” for health-related quality 
of life comparisons. hypothesized scale structure, internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s 
alpha) and various forms of construct validity (convergent, discriminative, concurrent and 
known -groups) were assessed. RESUlTS: multitrait scaling confirmed the scale structure of 
the DFS-SF, with 32 excellent item convergence (100%) and good discrimination (84.1%) rates. 
Cronbach’s alpha was >0.70 for all scales. Spearman’s correlations between similar DFS-SF and 
SF-36 scales ranged between 0.39-0.79 (p<0.001). Expected interscale correlations and known-
groups comparisons supported construct validity. CONClUSIONS: The observed psychometric 
properties of the greek DFS-SF imply suitability for assessing health-related quality of life in 
patients with diabetic foot ulcer. Future studies should focus on generalizability of the results, 
as well as on specific issues such as longitudinal validity and responsiveness. 
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incidence is 2-3%.1,2 Moreover, DFU is becoming 
a major concern from a quality of life, social and 
economic standpoint,3 with foot problems accounting 
for up to 15% of healthcare resources in developed 
countries and 40% in developing countries.4 Every 
30 seconds a lower limb is amputated while 85% of 
them is preceded by foot ulcer.5 In Greece, a 4.75% 
prevalence of DFU has been reported.6

In Greece, most diabetic foot patients have neu-
ropathic (64.9%) rather than neuroischemic ulcers 
(35.1%), although this is at variance with another study 

INTRODUCTION 

Diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) is a critical and costly 
complication of diabetes mellitus (DM). Approxi-
mately 15% of individuals with DM will have a 
foot ulcer at some point in their life and the annual 
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reporting 52.1% neuroischemic, 17.9% ischemic, and 
30% neuropathic ulceration.8 There is evidence of 
significantly greater age and longer diabetes duration, 
male preponderance, and increased morbidity among 
neuroischemic in comparison with neuropathic foot 
patients and significantly higher frequency of smoking, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, retinopathy, nephropathy, 
and coronary artery disease.7 Little is known about 
the frequency of amputations in Greece. The results 
of one survey indicated a prevalence of 12.5/1000 
patients in 1999, with Greek amputees suffering a 
mortality of 56%, which represented three times 
higher compared to the general population. Above-
knee amputations accounted for 18%, below-knee 
18%, foot 29%, and toe 35%, and, importantly, 15% 
of amputations were bilateral.9 Patients with diabetes 
required a second amputation and a contralateral 
amputation significantly more frequently than their 
nondiabetic counterparts.10

It has long been established that DFU has a nega-
tive impact on patients’ health-related quality of life 
(HRQoL), including physical, social, and psychologi-
cal aspects. Patients with DFU often have significant 
physical limitations related to walking and climbing 
stairs and also experience leg pain and discomfort 
from the weight of bedding on the ulcer, which may 
result in sleep disturbance and fatigue.11 Moreover, 
reduced mobility may result in DFU patients finding 
both physical and personal activities difficult and hav-
ing to depend on supportive devices or other people 
for help.12 Lack of disabled access and facilities may 
impede social activity and patients may feel guilty 
about imposing on the lives of friends or family.13 
More depression and poorer psychosocial adjust-
ment by DM patients with DFU compared to those 
without has been shown in early14 and recent15 studies. 
In general, adverse psychological effects associated 
with DFU include a sense of loss of self, social isola-
tion,16 loss of self-esteem, fear, anger, helplessness, 
and depression.11,13,17 Patients may worry about the 
ulcer itself, the potential for new ulcers to develop, 
and the possibility of amputation.13 

Due to the high number of comorbidities experi-
enced in DM, a disease-specific quality of life measure 
is needed to best assess the affect of DFU on HRQoL.18 
The availability of only limited information on the 
impact of a foot ulcer on HRQoL in Greece might be 

partly attributed to the absence of a reliable and valid 
disease-specific measuring instrument in the Greek 
language. In an effort to fill this void, the objective 
of the present study was to assess the psychometric 
properties of a previously translated version of the 
diabetic foot ulcer scale - short form (DFS-SF) in a 
group of Greek patients with DFU.

maTERIalS aND mEThODS

Instruments 
The original diabetic foot ulcer scale (DFS) is 

a foot ulceration-specific instrument consisting of 
58 items grouped into 11 domains: leisure, physical 
health, daily activities, emotions, noncompliance, fam-
ily, friends, positive attitude, treatment, satisfaction, 
and financial.19 The DFS-SF, which was employed 
in this study, is its shorter version and has 29 items 
on a 5-point likert-type scale which are scored on six 
scales: leisure (five items), dependence/daily life (five 
items), negative emotions (six items), physical health 
(five items), worried about ulcers/feet (four items), 
and bothered by ulcer care (four items). Domain 
scores are based on the sum of all items associated 
with that domain (raw item scores are reverse coded 
when necessary) and the scores per dimension are 
transformed to a 0-100 scale, with higher scores cor-
responding to better HRQoL. The original english 
language versions of both instruments (i.e. DFS and 
DFS-SF) have been psychometrically tested and have 
demonstrated good validity and reliability.19,20 The 
DFS-SF been previously translated into Greek by the 
Mapi Research Trust (Lyon, France), according to its 
documented translation methodology.21 

The SF-36 Health Survey includes eight dimensions: 
physical functioning, role physical, bodily pain, general 
health, vitality, social functioning, role emotional, and 
mental health.22 Each dimension is scored on a 0-100 
scale with 0 and 100 corresponding to worst and best 
health status, respectively23 and the eight dimensions 
can also be summarized in two summary scores of 
physical and mental health.24 The instrument has been 
translated into Greek and its reliability and validity 
were established in a representative sample of adults 
living in the greater Athens area. It was found to have 
high internal consistency reliability, convergent and 
discriminative validity and was able to distinguish 
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between groups of respondents in the expected man-
ner (known-groups’ validity) on the basis of gender, 
age, and socioeconomic status.25 The SF-36 has been 
shown to discriminate well between perceptions of 
people with or without one or more chronic diseases26 
and has previously been used to measure HRQoL in 
greek studies of people with diabetes27,28 and as a 
“gold standard” for the validation of the greek dia-
betes treatment satisfaction questionnaire (DTSQ).29 

Sample and data collection 
The data were collected between November 2013 

and March 2014. Eligible participants were adult 
type 1 or 2 DM patients with diagnosed DFU who 
were randomly approached during their scheduled 
visit to the “Laiko” General Hospital in Athens and 
asked to participate in the study. Non-fluent Greek 
speakers and subjects incapable of reasoning and 
decision-making were excluded. Patients with severe 
comorbidities which could affect HRQoL were also 
excluded. The survey included the Greek versions 
of the SF-36 and DFS-SF questionnaires, as well as 
sociodemographic and other diabetes-specific ques-
tions. Completion time was approximately 25 minutes 
and 110 out of 125 patients visiting the facility during 
the study period agreed to participate (88% response 
rate). The Hospital’s Review Board granted ethical 
approval for the study and all participants provided 
informed consent. 

Analysis
Ulcer severity was assessed in accordance with the 

University of Texas Wound Classification System of 
Diabetic Foot Ulcers which evaluates wound depth, the 
presence of infection, and peripheral arterial occlusive 
disease in every category of the wound assessment.30 
Peripheral diabetic neuropathy symptoms and signs 
were evaluated with the neuropathy symptom score 
(NSS) and the neuropathy disability score (NDS), 
which are validated tools with a high predictive value 
when screening for diabetic polyneuropathy.31,32 The 
NSS is scored on a 0-9 scale and scores of 3-4 are 
regarded as mild symptoms, 5-6 moderate, and 7-9 
severe symptoms. The NDS maximum score is 10, 
with a score of 3-5 regarded as evidence of mild 
neuropathy signs, 6-8 as moderate, and a score of 
9-10 as severe signs of neuropathy.33

Percentages of floor and ceiling scores were cal-
culated to examine the instrument’s ability to distin-
guish between subjects at the top and bottom ends of 
the scales. Scale internal consistency reliability was 
assessed via Cronbach’s alpha and the 0.70 standard 
for group-level comparisons was adopted.34 Construct 
validity was assessed via DFS-SF interscale correla-
tions, and assuming that conceptually related scales 
would correlate substantially (>0.40), and conversely 
that scales with less in common would show lower 
correlations. Spearman’s correlations between DFS-
SF and SF-36 scales were used to assess convergent 
construct validity. It was hypothesized that scales 
measuring similar HRQoL dimensions would be 
strongly (>0.50) correlated.35 Based on the literature, 
such strong correlations might be expected between 
the DFS-SF’s leisure, physical health, dependence/
daily scales and the SF-36’s physical functioning, 
role physical, and bodily pain scales.36 

Item internal consistency, which is substantial when 
correlation between an item and its hypothesized scale 
(corrected for overlap) is >0.40, and item discriminant 
validity, which is successful when correlation between 
an item and its own scale is significantly higher (>2 
standard errors) than with other scales,37 were used to 
examine the hypothesized scale structure. Each SF-
36 scale was regressed against the DFS-SF scales to 
identify aspects of the ulceration-specific instrument 
more closely linked to general HRQoL. To test known-
groups’ validity, the DFS-SF’s ability to discriminate 
between patient groups, which are known to differ on 
the basis of various clinical variables, was assessed. 
Differences were examined in terms of DM diagnosis 
(years), NDS, NSS, presence of DM complications, 
wound stage and grade, infected ulcer, and clinically 
significant (>50%) vascular stenosis. Throughout the 
study, probabilities <0.05 were regarded as statisti-
cally significant. For correlations >0.7 and N=110, 
statistical power was calculated at >90%. All analyses 
were performed with SPSS version 21.0. 

RESUlTS 

Demographic, clinical, and ulcer classification 
characteristics of the participants (N=110) are pre-
sented in Table 1. The mean age for the entire sample 
was 60.3 years and the majority were men (60.9%). 
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Approximately half of the patients were married or 
living with a partner (60.9%), had primary or second-
ary education (66.4%), and were retired (44.5%). 
On average, the patients had been diagnosed with 
diabetes for 17.4 years and 85.5% had Type II DM. 
The majority suffered from a Grade I-B (infected, non-
ischemic, superficial) or a Grade I-A (non-infected, 
non-ischemic, superficial) ulcer (31.8% and 25.5%, 
respectively). A significant number had at least one 
DM complication (41.8%) and one other comorbid 
condition (49.1%). Regarding other clinical variables, 
69.1% of the patients had an infected foot ulcer, 38.2% 
had +50% lower limb vascular stenosis, 12.7% had 

undergone a previous limb amputation, and 6.4% 
had a history of revascularization. Finally, 40.9% of 
the patients showed moderate signs and symptoms 
of neuropathy (NDS: 6-8 and NSS: 5-6). 

Descriptive statistics for DFS-SF scales are pre-
sented in Table 2. All data were collected by inter-
view, implying very high response rates throughout 
and that items and response choices were clear and 
unambiguous. Mean DFS-SF scores were relatively 
low in some scales, e.g. “worried about ulcers” (32.6) 
and “negative emotions” (36.4) accounting for the 
fairly high floor percentages in the same scales (19.1% 
and 10.0%, respectively). On the other hand, ceiling 

Table 1. Characteristics of the sample (n = 110)
Demographics N (%) Clinical N (%)

Age (mean ± SD) 60.3 ± 12.3 Diabetes 

Gender male 67 (60.9) Type I 16 (14.5)

Marital status Type II 94 (85.5)
Married/cohabitation 67 (60.9) Years diagnosed (mean ±SD) 17.4 ± 7.4
Single/divorced/widowed 43 (39.1) Infected ulcer (yes) 76 (69.1)

Educational status Previous amputation (yes) 14 (12.7)
Primary/secondary 73 (66.4) Revascularization history (yes) 7 (6.4)
Tertiary 37 (33.6) >50% lower limb vascular stenosis 42 (38.2)

Work status NDS
Employed 39 (35.5) 0-2 18 (16.4)
Unemployed/housekeeping 22 (20.0) 3-5 39 (35.4)
Retired 49 (44.5) 6-8 45 (40.9)

9-10 8 (7.3)

Classification of ulceration1 NSS
 Grade I-A: non-infected, non-ischemic, superficial 28 (25.5) 0-2 22 (20.0)
 Grade I-B: infected, non-ischemic, superficial 35 (31.8) 3-4 34 (30.9)
 Grade I-C: ischemic, non-infected, superficial 2 (1.8) 5-6 36 (32.7)
 Grade I-D: ischemic and infected, superficial 5 (4.5) 7-9 18 (16.4)
 Grade II-A: non-infected, non-ischemic, penetrates to tendon or capsule 9 (8.2) Diabetic complications
 Grade II-B: infected, non-ischemic, penetrates to tendon or capsule 15 (13.6) 0 31 (28.2)
 Grade II-C: ischemic, non-infected, penetrates to tendon or capsule - 1 46 (41.8)
 Grade II-D: ischemic and infected, penetrates to tendon or capsule 6 (5.5) +2 33 (30.0)
 Grade III-A: non-infected, non-ischemic, penetrates to bone or joint - Comorbidities
 Grade III-B: infected, non-ischemic, penetrates to bone or joint 8 (7.3) 0 33 (30.0)
 Grade III-C: ischemic, non-infected, penetrates to bone or joint - 1 54 (49.1)
 Grade III-D: ischemic and infected, penetrates to bone or joint 2 (1.8) +2 23 (20.9)
1According to University of Texas Wound Classification System of Diabetic Foot Ulcers
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percentages were generally small throughout. All 
scales of the greek DFS-SF met the 0.70 internal 
consistency criterion and Cronbach’s alpha indices 
were comparable to those reported during the devel-
opment and validation of the initial english version 
of the instrument.20 

As seen in the information provided in Table 3, 
strong interscale correlations between DFS-SF sub-
scales were observed, this possibly being an indication 
of excessive overlap between what the subscales are 
attempting to measure, e.g. negative emotions and 
dependence/daily life (p=0.76) or leisure and nega-
tive emotions (p=0.73). Similar findings have been 
reported in the validation study of the Chinese DFS-
SF.36 On the other hand, there is significant evidence 
of convergent validity from the strong correlations 

between DFS-SF and SF-36 scales which are intended 
to measure similar constructs, e.g. physical health and 
physical functioning (p=0.71), physical health and 
vitality (p=0.79), dependence/daily life and physi-
cal functioning (p=0.71), dependence/daily life and 
vitality (p=0.71). 

Significantly higher item-scale correlations be-
tween items and their hypothesized scales than with 
competing scales were observed (Table 4). The 0.40 
item-scale correlation criterion was satisfied, confirm-
ing 100% item convergence in all DFS-SF scales. 
Accordingly, item discrimination was successful in 
122/145 (84.1%) of the respective tests. Relatively 
weaker discriminant validity was recorded in the 
Dependence/Daily Life and Negative Emotions (76% 
and 60%, respectively). Regarding the latter, similar 

Table 2. Variability and reliability of the DFS-SF and SF-36 scales
DFS-SF Scale mean median SD min max Floor 

%
Ceiling 

%
Cronbach’s alpha

present study bann et al20

Leisure 46.2 45.0 29.1 0 100 8.2 6.4 0.93 0.90
Physical health 59.0 60.0 24.0 0 100 1.8 2.7 0.88 0.86
Dependence/daily life 56.3 55.0 25.7 10 100 0.9 5.5 0.87 0.84
Negative emotions 36.4 29.2 26.0 0 100 10.0 0.9 0.94 0.88
Worried about ulcers /feet 32.6 25.0 28.4 0 93.8 19.1 2.7 0.91 0.93
Bothered by ulcer care 47.8 50.0 22.8 0 100 2.7 2.7 0.79 0.80

Table 3. DFS-SF interscale correlations and correlations with SF-36 scales
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Leisure 1 0.63 0.67 0.73 0.63 0.59 0.53 0.52 0.54 0.51 0.54 0.60 0.44 0.50
Physical health 1 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.64 0.71 0.56 0.73 0.57 0.79 0.67 0.54 0.67
Dependence/daily life 1 0.76 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.63 0.48 0.57 0.71 0.63 0.54 0.56
Negative emotions 1 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.53 0.46 0.58 0.61 0.53 0.49 0.59
Worried about ulcers/feet 1 0.57 0.49 0.44 0.55 0.63 0.66 0.58 0.39 0.58
Bother by ulcer care 1 0.66 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.67 0.56 0.55 0.60
For all correlations p <0.001 according to Spearman’s rank test
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DISCUSSION 

The DFS-SF has received linguistic validation 
in Greek according to procedures documented else-
where.21 The aim of this study was to collect evi-
dence of the validity and reliability of this greek 
version for use in studies with Greek samples. The 

Table 4. Summary results of scaling assumption tests

DFS-SF Scale Na Item-internal consistency Item-discriminant validity
Range of correlationsb # Success/totalc Range of correlationsd # Success/totale

Leisure 5 0.76-0.86 5/5 0.46-0.72 23/25
Physical health 5 0.63-0.77 5/5 0.43-0.67 22/25
Dependence/daily life 5 0.60-0.76 5/5 0.43-0.73 19/25
Negative emotions 6 0.69-0.89 6/6 0.43-0.74 18/30
Worried about ulcers/feet 4 0.70-0.87 4/4 0.45-0.70 20/20
Bother by ulcer care 4 0.47-0.72 4/4 0.22-0.65 20/20
aNumber of items and number of item-internal consistency tests per scale
bRange of correlations between items and hypothesized scale corrected for overlap
cNumber of correlations exceeding the 0.40 standard/total number of correlations
dRange of correlations between items and other scales
eNumber of successful discriminant validity tests/total number of discriminant validity tests

Table 5. OLS Regressions
SF-36 scales DFS-SF predictors p-sig. R2

Physical functioning Dependence/daily life
Physical health
Bothered

0.001
<0.001

0.015

0.605

Role physical Dependence/daily life
Leisure

0.000
0.035

0.389

Bodily pain Physical health <0.001 0.510

General health Worried
Physical health
Negemotions

0.009
0.014
0.028

0.437

Vitality Physical health 
Dependence/daily life
Bothered

<0.001
0.010
0.048

0.681

Social functioning Physical health 
Leisure

<0.001
0.001

0.500

Role emotional Dependence/daily life
Physical health
Bothered

0.079
0.018
0.034

0.357

Mental health Physical health 
Bothered

<0.001
0.001

0.507

results were observed in the Chinese DFS-SF valida-
tion study as well.36 

The ability of the DFS-SF to capture specific 
aspects of overall HRQoL is demonstrated by its 
close relationship with the “gold standard” SF-36. 
Multiple stepwise linear regression analyses identified 
the foot ucleration-specific scales that were signifi-
cant, at the P <0.05 level, in explaining each of the 
SF-36 scales (Table 5). The analyses demonstrated 
high explanatory power for all models, ranging from 
35.7% for the Role Emotional scale to 68.1% for the 
Vitality scale, implying a close association between 
the two instruments. Each of the six DFS-SF scales 
was a significant predictor of at least one SF-36 scale, 
whereas the DFS-SF Physical Health was a significant 
predictor of all but one of the SF-36 scales. 

Regarding the ability of the DFS-SF instrument to 
distinguish between groups known to differ in terms of 
various clinical HRQoL-affecting variables (known-
groups validity), the score differences on all DFS-SF 
scales, and for all independent variables, were in the 
expected directions (Table 6). More years with DM, 
higher NDS and NSS, DM complications, worse wound 
stage and grade, infected ulcers, and +50% vascular 
stenosis were associated with lower DFS-SF scores 
on all scales. The only non-significant differences 
were in respect to DM years on the Leisure scale, 
classification stage on the dependence and negative 
emotion scales, and infected ulcer on the latter two 
scales and on the Leisure scale as well. 
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expected added value to the existing international 
body of knowledge on the subject is the increased 
confidence in results from studies employing this 
particular linguistic version of the instrument and 
the potential for international comparisons. Although 
generic health status instruments (e.g. SF-36) have 
shown their validity in Greek samples of people with 

diabetes27,28 and one other diabetes-specific instrument 
(DTSQ) has been validated,29 there are no previous 
studies measuring the psychometric properties of a 
DFU-specific instrument in Greece, indicating that 
an existing void might be needed to be filled. 

The overall results for the psychometric properties 

Table 6. DFS-SF scale scores by clinical variables

variable
DFS-SF scale

leisure physical health Dependence Neg. emotions Worried ulcers bothered
mean p-sig. mean p-sig. mean p-sig. mean p-sig. mean p-sig. mean p-sig.

DM diagnosis
≤17 years 50.9

0.092
63.5

0.038
62.6

0.011
42.7

0.009
38.8

0.011
54.9

0.001
>17 years 41.5 54.4 50.0 30.2 26.4 40.7

NDS
0-2 65.0

<0.001

72.2

<0.001

74.2

<0.001

49.8

<0.001

45.1

<0.001

58.3

<0.001
3-5 54.6 70.4 64.7 45.0 43.8 57.2
6-8 36.4 50.0 47.3 28.7 23.1 39.6
9-10 18.1 24.4 25.6 8.3 3.1 24.2

NSS
0-2 61.8

<0.001

72.0

<0.001

66.4

<0.001

44.5

<0.001

42.3

<0.001

59.1

<0.001
3-4 57.8 69.6 67.9 47.4 42.8 56.1
5-6 36.1 50.6 46.7 27.9 28.0 36.5
7-9 25.6 40.0 41.4 22.9 10.4 41.0

DM complications
None 64.5

<0.001
69.8

0.004
69.5

0.001
48.1

<0.001
40.1

0.007
61.1

<0.001One 42.5 57.1 55.8 37.3 34.9 46.3
Two or more 34.2 51.5 44.7 24.2 22.2 37.3

Grade1

I 53.6
<0.001

66.4
<0.001

63.6
<0.001

42.2
<0.001

38.7
<0.001

52.6
0.001II 38.7 50.2 47.8 30.8 26.7 43.5

III 17.0 34.0 30.5 12.9 7.5 26.9

Stage1

A 54.1
0.019

66.2
0.011

62.3
0.055

41.3
0.259

44.9
<0.001

55.4
0.035B/C 45.3 57.9 55.7 35.8 29.7 44.7

D 28.1 43.5 42.3 25.6 10.6 40.4

Infected ulcer
Yes 43.2

0.099
55.5

0.008
53.5

0.089
34.2

0.271
26.2

<0.001
44.2

0.014
No 53.1 66.9 62.6 41.5 46.7 55.7

+50% vascular stenosis
Yes 35.8

0.003
45.2

<0.001
48.3

0.015
28.7

0.005
24.9

0.004
39.6

0.003
No 52.6 67.5 61.3 41.2 37.3 52.8

1According to university of Texas wound classification system of diabetic foot ulcers
NDS: Neuropathy Disability Score; NSS: Neuropathy Symptom Score.
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of the DFS-SF instrument were good. The absence of 
ceiling effects, although a sign of good discriminative 
ability, might have been expected in this context where 
an overall poor HRQoL was reported. Following this 
line of logic, high DFS-SF floor effects might have 
been anticipated, since there is strong evidence in the 
literature supporting the negative affect of DFU on 
health status,38-41 but in the end their absence can be 
taken as evidence that the instrument is sensitive at its 
lower end. All SF-36 mean scale scores (not shown) 
were lower than the respective general population 
scores reported in the instrument validation study.25 

Scale internal consistency reliability was high 
(Cronbach’s alpha range: 0.79-0.94) and comparable 
to (or even exceeding) the corresponding coefficients 
reported in the developmental study of the instru-
ment20 and other DFS-SF validations.36 Item inter-
nal consistency and discriminant validity were also 
high, providing evidence to confirm the hypothesized 
scale structure of the DFS-SF and to suggest that 
the translation of the items and the response choices 
are appropriate. This is evidence that scale scores 
derived from the Greek version could contribute to 
cross-cultural comparisons. It should be noted that 
the cross-sectional design employed in this study 
precluded the assessment of responsiveness of the 
instrument. 

Criterion-related construct validity was supported 
by confirmation of hypothesized strong correlations 
between DFS-SF and SF-36 scales measuring similar 
dimensions. Most DFS-SF scales correlated more 
strongly with SF-36 scales measuring similar HRQoL 
dimensions than with those measuring less similar ones. 
On the other hand, the strong interscale correlations 
between DFS-SF subscales might imply excessive 
overlap between the constructs being measured, e.g. 
Negative Emotions and Bothered by Ulcer (p=0.64). 
This could have been expected because DFUs can 
deteriorate quickly and limited treatment options can 
cause patients to worry about further deterioration.11,36 
Other observed strong interscale correlations might 
be explained similarly. 

The OLS regression models showed relatively high 
proportions of HRQoL variance explained. The DSF-
SF Physical Health Scale was a significant predictor 

of seven SF-36 scales and all DFS-SF scales were 
significant predictors of at least one SF-36 scale. Al-
though the DFU aspects measured by this instrument 
are mostly uncontrollable, a systematic approach to 
even their slight improvement may prove beneficial in 
terms of HRQoL for this DM population. Portions of 
variability of each SF-36 scale remained unexplained, 
since other demographic or health-related variables 
were not used in the regression models, which indi-
cates the necessity for further research.

Diabetes is a chronic disease with a wide range of 
associated disabilities and painful conditions which 
are consistently captured by health status instruments. 
Overall HRQoL in diabetes is affected by various 
domains of functioning and well-being, implying the 
need for a multidimensional measurement approach.42 
However, it is usually the combined effect of macro-
vascular and microvascular complications, comorbid 
conditions, and background demographic, clinical 
and treatment satisfaction variables which degrade 
HRQoL and not diabetes per se.43 The results of the 
known-groups comparisons performed here conform 
to the literature1,12-15,17,27-28,38-41 in terms of the score 
differences and the direction of these differences. 

In conclusion, we report that the internal consist-
ency reliability and cross-sectional construct validity 
of the greek DFS-SF were satisfactorily demonstrated; 
however, the cross-sectional design of the present 
study precluded examination of test-retest reliability 
and responsiveness. Thus, a longitudinal study design 
could be designed to overcome these limitations as 
well as to validate the present results. Furthermore, 
we have not performed a confirmatory factor analysis 
to directly assess the hypothesized constructs of the 
greek DFS-SF, as this would have required a much 
larger sample (approximately ten respondents per item, 
i.e. at least 290 subjects), which would have proven 
difficult to access. The instrument was well accepted 
by the patients and its psychometric properties were 
similar to those reported in validation studies of other 
language versions. Overall, the results confirm that 
the DFS-SF is a reasonable choice for measuring DFU 
HRQoL in Greece. Providing that future research ad-
dresses the aforementioned issues, results from greek 
studies are anticipated to add to the international body 
of knowledge in this area of research. 
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